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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study on large vocabulary continuous whisper automatic recognition (wLVCSR). wLVCSR provides the ability to use ASR equipment in public places without concern for disturbing others or leaking private information. However, the task of wLVCSR is much more challenging than normal LVCSR due to the absence of pitch which not only causes the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of whispers to be much lower than normal speech but also leads to flatness and formant shifts in whisper spectra. Furthermore, the amount of whisper data available for training is much less than for normal speech. In this paper, multi-task deep neural network (DNN) acoustic models are deployed to solve these problems. Moreover, model adaptation is performed on the multi-task DNN to normalize speaker and environmental variability in whispers based on discriminative speaker identity information. On a Mandarin whisper dictation task, with 55 hours of whisper data, the proposed SI multi-task DNN model can achieve 56.7% character error rate (CER) improvement over a baseline Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), discriminatively trained only using the whisper data. Besides, the CER of the proposed model for normal speech can reach 15.2%, which is close to the performance of a state-of-the-art DNN trained with one thousand hours of speech data. From this baseline, the model-adapted DNN gains a further 10.9% CER reduction over the generic model.

Index Terms— Whisper recognition, model adaption, speaker code, multi-task DNN, Silent speech interface

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, large vocabulary continuous automatic speech recognition (LVCSR) services have become common in smartphones and in smart-cars, primarily enabled by the success of deep neural network (DNN) acoustic models [1, 2, 3, 4] coupled with the availability of large speech training databases. However, even when such applications are both convenient and accurate, people tend to avoid using them in public places, e.g., library, museum, or during meetings. Some users may not want to interfere with others, while some are concerned by the lack of privacy when talking to such devices in the presence of others.

In recent years, silent speech interfaces [5] have been proposed, to enable speech-like communication without requiring normal speech. Whispers are one such mechanism, used frequently in human-to-human conversation where normal speech is either inappropriate or impossible [6]. Because of the lack of pitch in whispers, normal speech LVCSR systems tend to perform extremely poorly with whisper input [7]. Therefore, much effort has been devoted to whisper recognition. For example, a body-conducted microphone [8] was developed to detect soft whispers by reducing the effect of environmental noise. In order to train a GMM-HMM system with limited whisper data, initial GMM acoustic models have been trained using large normal speech databases, and then adapted using maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR), constrained MLLR [9] or VTS [10]. To partially mitigate the phonological information loss caused by the lack of pitch in whispers, articulatory features have also been used in parallel with spectral features [11]. In [12], several feature extraction strategies were studied to compensate energy, spectral slope and formant shift in whisper, for a small vocabulary whisper recognition task.

In this paper, we aim to derive effective strategies for building a practical whisper-LVCSR (wLVCSR) using a DNN-HMM paradigm. Even though DNN acoustic models trained using whisper data can provide obvious recognition improvement over baseline GMM acoustic models, the resulting DNN acoustic model is still far from satisfactory for practical use. Inspired by the idea of multi-lingual DNNs [13, 14, 15, 16], that aim to build ASR systems quickly with only small amounts of target language speech data, multi-task...
DNN acoustic models are proposed in this paper, to exploit both the enormous amount of existing speech data as well as existing highly accurate DNN acoustic speech models. We also propose a model adaptation strategy using discriminative speaker identity [17, 18, 19] to adapt the multi-task DNN acoustic models for whispers using just a few utterances.

2. BASELINE WHISPER ASR PERFORMANCE

2.1. Mandarin whisper corpus

Whisper data was recorded in quiet office environments (about 30dBA background noise) using different kinds of smartphones. The training set comprises 40,323 whisper utterances (55 hours of up to 150 utterances from 287 speakers). The test set comprises a further 1,568 utterances from 12 speakers. 20 utterances selected randomly from each speaker act as enrollment data. A normal speech test set comprises 600 utterances from 4 speakers, each of whom also participated in the whisper test recordings. In all experiments, decoding is performed by a trigram language model consisting of 26 million n-grams. We also use a separate 1 million utterance corpus (about 1,000 hours, containing 3,056 speakers) of Mandarin speech to train a highly accurate normal speech DNN acoustic model.

2.2. Baseline systems

In order to determine how different acoustic models, trained by different datasets, affect the performance of whisper recognition, we first define a baseline GMM-HMM system (GMMMFCC). Regular 42-dimension features (13 static MFCCs, Δ, ΔΔ and 3 pitch features) are extracted from whispers and modeled by a baseline GMM-HMM system with 3004 context dependent (CD) senones, each with 20-Gaussians trained by maximum likelihood (ML) and then trained with minimum phone error rate (MPE) criteria.

As noted in Section 1, the spectra of whispers deviates from normal speech largely due to lack of pitch. Thus MFCCs used for normal speech ASR are consequently unlikely to be optimal for whispers. Therefore, we created a bottleneck DNN (BN) to extract discriminative features [20] for whispers. This is a DNN with 5 hidden layers of 2048 nodes, apart from a 42 node BN layer in the middle. The soft-max output has 3004 nodes corresponding to the senones in the baseline GMM. The network is initialised by RBM layer-wise pre-training, fine tuned by back propagation over 10 iterations. We then used the features extracted by this BN to train a second GMM recogniser (denoted GMMBN). Besides this, a regular DNN (DNNw) with 6 hidden layers and 2048 nodes is trained in the same way to the BN network described above. Both DNNs use 75-dimension features (24 static Mel filter-bank features, Δ, ΔΔ and 3 pitch features) and include an input context of 10 neighbouring frames (±5) yielding a final dimensionality of 825. All whisper data is aligned by the baseline GMM.

To explore further, two additional DNNs (DNNnA, DNNnB) were trained using 300 and 1,000 hours of normal speech respectively, aligned by a highly accurate DNN with 9004 CD states. Both have 6 hidden layers of 2048 nodes and 825-dimensional concatenated input features.

Table 1 shows the recognition performance in CER for each of these systems, on both whisper and normal speech test sets. Clearly, the performance on whisper and normal speech for both GMMMFCC and DNNw out-perform the baseline GMM. The GMMBN score demonstrates that bottleneck features are more representative for whisper recognition than traditional MFCCs. The further improvement of DNNw shows the discriminative capability of the DNN. Notice that even though DNNnB performance with speech is excellent at 10.5%, its whisper performance is only 31.2%. It is interesting that this highly accurate acoustic model does not work well for whisper input, echoing findings in [7].

It is interesting to consider the phoneme error rates (PER) for different tones using the DNNnB model in Table 2. The normal speech PER is much smaller than for whispers, furthermore, the model recognises consonants more precisely than vowels for both whispers and speech. Mandarin is a tonal language where vowels are voiced with one of four lexical tones [21]. Consonants are non-tonal and mainly unvoiced. In normal speech, tone is mainly conveyed by pitch, but since whispers are pitchless, the tones become less distinct. With this in mind, the results shown in Table 2 are reasonable.

3. MULTI-TASK DNN FOR WHISPER ASR

As Section 2 demonstrated, the layer-by-layer structure of DNN acoustic models can derive deep lingual information from whispers which allows them to perform much better
than a baseline GMM acoustic model. The challenge now is to further improve the recognition accuracy achieved by whisper DNN acoustic models, since 70% is clearly insufficient for practical use. Obtaining more whisper data might yield a possible solution, but is time-consuming and expensive. Therefore, inspired by the idea of multi-lingual DNNs, a multi-task DNN acoustic model is proposed, to overcome the limitations of whisper training data, by exploiting the much better resources available for normal speech.

In this paper, the idea of a multi-task DNN is proposed in three different methods: (1) to align whisper data using $DNN_{nB}$ rather than the baseline GMM system. Whisper data would then share CD states with normal speech and the aligned data can be used to train a DNN acoustic model ($M_{RBM/DNN_w}$). (2) instead of pre-training a DNN using a layer-wise RBM based algorithm, a whisper DNN model can be directly initialised by the accurate normal speech model $DNN_{nB}$. This can also be viewed as a way to enable $DNN_{nB}$ to recognise whispers by re-tuning it with whisper data ($M_{DNN_w}$). (3) another method is to re-tune $DNN_{nB}$ but only with whisper data but also mixed with normal speech. Specifically, 50 and 100 hours of normal speech are selected randomly from the normal speech corpus, mixed with whisper data, aligned by $DNN_{nB}$, and then deployed to retrain two mixed speech style DNNs ($M_{DNN_{w55,n50}}$, $M_{DNN_{w55,n100}}$). The results of all strategies are summarised in Table 3, where we can see large relative error reductions are achieved by the proposed multi-task DNNs over the baseline GMM.

Table 3. CER of different multi-task DNNs on whisper and normal speech tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Whisper, % (relative)</th>
<th>Normal, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMM $M_{FCC}$</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>90.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{RBM/DNN_w}$</td>
<td>20.1 (48%)</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{DNN_{w}}$</td>
<td>17.2 (56%)</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{DNN_{wB}}$</td>
<td>16.9 (57%)</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{DNN_{w55,n50}}$</td>
<td>16.8 (57%)</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{DNN_{w55,n100}}$</td>
<td>17.0 (56%)</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that $M_{DNN_{w}}$ is the first model whose CER is less than 20% on this test. If whisper data is re-aligned by the obtained $M_{DNN_{w}}$, and then used to re-tune the $DNN_{nB}$, the resulting model ($M_{Mul/DNN_{w}}$) achieves a slight performance gain over $M_{DNN_{w}}$. Therefore, $DNN_{nB}$ seems able to align this whisper training set quite accurately.

Without degrading recognition performance on whisper input, the two mixed speech style DNNs at the bottom can reduce the CER of normal speech from 34% to less than 15%, which is close to $DNN_{nB}$ on speech. This is important since it is the first model that achieves good accuracy for both whisper and normal speech tasks.

The PER of tones recognised by $M_{DNN_{w55,n50}}$ for whispers and normal speech is given in Table 4. Compared to the results shown in Table 2, $M_{DNN_{w55,n50}}$ improves recognition of different tones of whispers very obviously, with only a small performance loss on normal speech.

4. FAST MODEL ADAPTATION

Now having an effective speaker independent (SI) DNN acoustic model for whispers, we investigate the effectiveness of model adaptation using speaker identity information.

4.1. Fast model adaptation based on speaker identity

Fig. 1 illustrates the proposal to perform speaker model adaptation based on discriminative speaker identity. The core idea is to feed each speaker identity (which may also carry environmental background and channel inference) into hidden and output layers of the initial generic DNN, through a set of generic connection weights (all $V^i$), shared by all speakers. Thus speaker identities can be used to adapt the SI DNN to more precisely locate target speakers in the model space.

Let us denote $W^l$ as the $l$th layer weights in the generic DNN, with $L$ hidden layers, and $S^c$ as the identity of the $c$th speaker. The PER of different tones recognised by model $M_{DNN_{w55,n50}}$ for whisper and normal speech is summarised in Table 4.

Table 4. PER of different tones recognised by model $M_{DNN_{w55,n50}}$ for whisper and normal speech.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Whisper, %</th>
<th>Normal, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tone1</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tone2</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tone3</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tone4</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consonants</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
speaker. Therefore, the output of layer $l$, $h_l$ can be computed as follows:

$$ h_l = \sigma(W^l h_{l-1} + V^l S^c), \quad (1 \leq l \leq L + 1) \quad (1) $$

During the model adaptation phase, only $V^l$ and $S^c$ are updated though stochastic descent in a supervised way using speaker labels and CD state labels for each utterance, while keeping all $W^l$ unchanged. If $E$ is the objective function during error back-propagation, the derivative of any connection weight $V_{ij}$ that connects the $i$th speaker identity node to node $j$ in layer $l$ of the generic DNN can be computed as:

$$ \frac{\partial E}{\partial V_{ij}^l} = \frac{\partial E}{\partial h_j^l} (1 - h_j^l) h_j^l S_i^c \quad (2) $$

If speaker code is used as speaker identity, the derivative of $S_i^c$ in the $i$th node of the speaker code can be computed:

$$ \frac{\partial E}{\partial S_i^c} = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \frac{\partial E}{\partial h_j^l} (1 - h_j^l) h_j^l V_{ij}^l \quad (3) $$

$V^l$ are learned across all data from each speaker in the training set, and $S^c$ is only updated by the data belonging to speaker $c$. If an $i$-vector is used as speaker identity $S^c$, it can be extracted following standard procedure as in [19], and would stay unchanged during training. For any new speaker in the test set, only a few utterances are needed to compute the speaker code or to extract the $i$-vector. This enables fast speaker model adaptation.

4.2. Performance of fast model adaptation based on speaker identity for whisper recognition

In this paper, the performance of model adaptation using only a few whisper utterances is evaluated. The SI $M_{DNN_w}$ from Section 3 is used as the initial generic DNN to be adapted. During the training of adaptation matrices $V^l$ and $S^c$ (if speaker code is used), initial learning rate is set to 0.5, and is halved after the first three epochs. The momentum is kept as 0.9, mini-batch size is 1024 and the training process iterates for 5 epochs. Two different speaker identity methods, $i$-vector and speaker code, are evaluated in the experiments. For speakers in the training set, all the whisper utterances are used to extract a 100-dimension $i$-vector or to learn speaker code (SC). For speakers in the test set, only a small number of utterances, e.g., 5, 10, 15, 20, are randomly selected from the enrollment set, to infer speaker identities. To learn speaker code for speakers in the test set, the learning rate was 0.02, bunch size set to 128, and learning repeated over 5 epochs. In addition, the performance impact of different sizes of speaker code (100, 500, 1000) is evaluated. Experimental results on the whisper test set are summarised in Table 5.

From the second row in the table, if less than 20 utterances are used to extract the $i$-vector, there is no CER reduction. But if all utterances for each speaker in the test and enrollment sets are used to extract an $i$-vector (denoted ‘max’), an 11.3% relative CER reduction can be achieved. This result can be explained by noting that speaker identity information is degraded in whispers, so fewer utterances may be insufficient to extract a robust $i$-vector. On the other hand, if SC is used as speaker identity, the model adaptation can provide stable and effective CER improvement using only a few whisper utterances. From the results in the 3rd to 5th rows in Table 5, if only a small amount of enrollment data is available, a smaller size of SC tends to perform slightly better. Vice versa, larger SC sizes can achieve better performance when more adaptation data is available. For example, if a 1000-dimension speaker code is used with all 20 whisper utterances from each speaker in the enrollment set, 10.9% relative CER reduction can be achieved over the baseline generic DNN. Finally, this advantage of speaker code over $i$-vector might be because more robust speaker identity information can be learned by the deep structure shown in Fig. 1.

| Table 5. CER (in %) for $M_{DNN_w}$ model adaptation using 5, 10, 15, 20 utterances with different speaker identity methods on the whisper test set (baseline performance is 17.23%). |
|----------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|
| utterances → | 5            | 10           | 15           | 20           | max          |
| 100-dim i-vec | 17.55        | 17.36        | 17.51        | 17.51        | 15.48        |
| 100-dim SC    | **16.28**    | 16.22        | 16.09        | 15.93        | 15.54        |
| 500-dim SC    | 16.35        | 16.23        | 16.07        | 15.91        | 15.43        |
| 1000-dim SC   | 16.39        | **15.98**    | **16.06**    | **15.36**    | **15.09**    |

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed and evaluated SI multi-task DNN acoustic models for wL VCSR by taking advantage of the availability of extremely large normal speech resources. The absence of pitch in the vowel component of whispers not only leads to the SNR of whisper being much lower than normal speech, but also causes speaker identity and linguistic information loss. When applying a model adaptation strategy to the multi-task DNN models, further improvement in whisper recognition accuracy rate is shown to be possible by using discriminative speaker identity information. On the whispered Mandarin Chinese dictation task, with 55 hours whisper data, the proposed SI multi-task DNN model achieves a 57% improvement in CER over a baseline GMM which is discriminatively trained using the same data. The model adapted speaker dependent DNN can further reduce CER over the SI model by almost 11%, even when using only a small number of whisper utterances for adaptation. The results results presented here describe Mandarin speech recognition results, due primarily to the availability of good training data. The method should be applicable to any other language, including English, with sufficient training data.
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